Time of Light Diffraction- NDT Technique

TOFD is a Non Destructive Testing which is reliable welding
inspection technique with high detection rate.

Time of Flight Diﬀraction is based on the Principle of
Diﬀraction in contrast to re lection of ultrasound as used in
conventional UT. Diﬀraction takes place at its extremities
when ultrasound is incident at linear discontinuity such as
crack. The depth of crack tips can be calculated automatically
by trigonometry application by using the measured time of
light of the pulse. TOFD is very sensitive in detecting all the
types of defect, irrespective of its orientation.
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Advantages of TOFD
This unique ultrasonic technique has great
advantage in detection of laws, speed and it is
the most accurate defect sizing technique.

TOFD is proven to be a technique, which
combines high detection rate with a very high
reliability in pre-service and in-service
inspections.

Absence of radiation is one of its most important
advantages for weld inspection

No evacuation of areas during operation
because no radiation is used.

Nearly independent of ﬂuctuation in surface
conditions.

Defect position and size can be exactly
determined.

Application Areas of TOFD
Pre-service inspection

Ø Weld inspection of vessels, pipelines and plates

In-service inspection
Ø Weld inspection of vessels, pipelines and plates
Ø Detecting corrosion underneath reinforcement
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

rings of nozzles
Detecting corrosion underneath
Reinforcement rings of nozzles
Cladding thickness measurement
Determining depth of cracks
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